Comparative Analysis
Detailed Energy Audit vs Express Energy Audit
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Detailed Energy Audit

Express Energy Audit

Objective of the detailed energy audit is to
identify practically implementable energy
saving solution within the plant. This is a very
detailed exercise and majority of the
recommendations would have an acceptable
payback of 3 months to 15 months.

Objective of the express energy audit is to
identify total energy saving potential of the
plant and in the process identify easily possible
energy saving solution.

Detailed Energy Audit consists of visit by our
team of B.E.E. certified Energy Auditors, Senior
Engineers and Measurement technicians and
concludes with submission of detailed Energy
Audit Report.

Express Energy Audit consists of visit by our team
of B.E.E. certified Energy Auditors and Senior
Engineers and concludes with onsite
presentation and brief visit report.

Various phases are onsite visit for
measurements, discussions, analysis,
presentation and offsite work for detailed
report preparation.

It primarily consists of onsite visit for walkthrough audit, discussions, basic analysis and
presentation. A brief visit report is also
submitted.

It can last from anywhere between 20 days

It can last from anywhere between 2 days and
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and 70 days (including Report submission) or
more depending on the size of the plant,
location, scope etc.

5 days depending on the size of the plant,
location, scope etc.

A plant could expect 5% to 12% savings on
energy bills depending on various factors.

A plant could expect around1% saving on
energy bills depending on various factors. More
importantly the plant will get an insight into total
energy saving potential.

Is recommended for energy-intensive plants
with a load of 5 MVA and above which have
not carried out Energy Audit for the last 2-3
years.

Is recommended for plant of any size which is
planning for detailed Energy Audit either for the
first time or just interested in understanding the
basic energy saving potential.
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